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This summer activists within the NBBR process evaluated  the last 2,5 years of the process. There are
different programs which have been developed and put into practice over the course of the last years like
the legal course program and the legal counseling to name a few. Some programs worked quite well,
some only for a certain time and many of them did not work for various reasons. In the following text
'we' will outline the points of critique which were discussed during the evaluation. In the second part we
give you a description of the ongoing/standing programs and the practical conclusions we draw out of
the evaluation-meetings we have had.

Core topics/critiques of the evaluation

→ Many times during the process it was not transparent to the public which discussions, difficulties and
achievements were encountered/realised. This includes discussions on how to go on with the planned No
Border Camp Space, difficulties with realising programs such as the neighborhood forum and political
positions on what's going on in the Kiez. This made the accessibility of the nbbr process rather difficult.
To ensure a broader accessibility concerning the discussions, programs and plans, a Bürodienst has been
established to take care of regular updates via blog, newsletter etc., and a more active approach
regarding  the General Infrastructure Meeting among others.

→ Announced campaigns such as the „With Pen and Paper We Fight - Campaign“, „Neighborhood
Forum“ and „Camp Space Petition“ were not followed-up because responsibilities were not clearly
distributed and when they were, individuals did not realise their responsibilites. The consequence was
intransparency and decline of activities. The other activists failed to deal with this politically. To prevent
this from happening in the future, some of the organisational structures are re-organised in a way which
ensures that responsibilities are clearly distributed and accountability is ensured.

→ Another aspect was the lack of a structure which could effectively assess, publicly position and
actively deal with events and problems, such as -a) those encountred within hosting structures such as
the Oranienstr.14a, and b) within the Kiez (immediate Neighbourhood). As a conclusion, the General
Infrastructure Meeting is to serve as a regular platform for analysis and planning of consequent actions.

→ The safer space in form of a No Border Camp Space and Social Centre was not realised and not
followed-up consistently. On the one hand this was caused by continuous conflicts encountered within
the  'left' structures inside which the offices were and are in (cmp. statement Ora14a). On the other hand
the discussion on how to realise this space ceased, because ofother programs, the political situation in
the Kiez and administrational issues. Nevertheless, (or rather -  therefore: because of the impossibility to
achieve the aims of NBBR without such a space) an independent space is to be conceptualised and
realised in order to create a social centre that is 24/7 accessible for discussions, meetings, workshops,
political campaigns etc.

The infrastructures and activists engaged in the nbbr proccess are looking forward to re-structuring the
programs and activities to create a more open, accessible process which takes into account the different

needs of its participants and confidently works on realising its political aims of facilitating the socio-
politcal and legal participation of all.



Detailed information concerning the current infrastructures:

Legal-Counseling
legal counseling takes place every tuesday 6-8 p.m. in the NBBR Office and can be freely accessed (see
below for address). The counseling is directed at activists who are interested in connecting their own
process of solutioning to a collective and political solution.
During the counseling, legal (-political) strategies can be discussed and next steps developed. For the
realisation of further steps (which often include communication with administration and/or authorities) it
has proven important that participants work together with their socio-political networks.
To join the counseling, please call or mail in order to reserve a slot.

Documentation and Networking Tour (DNT)
The Documentation and Networking Tour has been able to organise regular visits to one, and for a
certain time two, Lagers ("Asylum-homes"). The aims of the tour had been to inform people about the
NBBR programs such as legal counseling, legal course program or collective counseling, to document
the situation on site, to network or develop strategies of campaigning. However, this failed because the
possibilities of autonomous engagement of lager inhabitants - as well as their specific socio-
infrastructural needs - have not been taken into account enough.
The documentation and networking tour will be re-structured - in order to enable socio-political
participation (to the nbbr programs) in a more meaningful way, and to establish an infrastructure to
facilitate autonomous networking and political campaigns in the framework of - and beyond – NBBR.
While discussions on how to realise this are going on, the DNT does not regularly take place .

Legal Course Program
the Legal Course Program encountered similar difficulties as the Documentation and Networking Tour.
On the basis of these experiences and discussions with the participants, the Legal Course Program is
beeing restructured. There will be regular updates on this. In the meantime the different seminars will be
provided „on-demand“. If you and others are interested in a specific topic (Residenzpflicht as a human
right's violation, The asylum procedure, Rights during police controls (and Racial Profiling), Dublin III,
Deportations, Children's Rights) please contact NBBR through mail (or phone – for contacts see below).

Collective Counseling
The collective counseling is in a re-structuring process as well. The collective counseling will create
political programs connecting different legal-political topics and case work (e.g. historic and/or
anonymised cases of asylum dependent activists against the state). The program will be realised in the
context of the monthly nbbr-Tresen at Friedelstr. 54.

Bürodienst
Thursdays, 2:30-6 p.m. office hours/service takes place. This has been newly established to facilitate
political coordination, to keep up contact with political structures likewise individuals in order to create
and support infrastructures. In this time the office is reachable via phone. During this time information-
infrastructures such as the Blog will be updated. The "Bürodienst" is established as a consequence of the
collective failure to maintain networks, provide continuous transparency and accessibility ofthe nbbr
process.

Open Office Hours
Open Office Hours remain as they were: every Monday from 4-8 p.m. in the NBBR office. Everybody is
invited to drop by to get or share information, drop or pick up flyers and other materials etc.



Secure Transport For All
The infrastructure group Secure Transport For All continues to organise transport possibilities for
activists taking part in the nbbr programs. However, for now the efforts of the group concentrate on the
monthly VoKü at B-Lage in order to organise soli-tickets and funds to faciliate the travels of activists to
the nbbr programs.

Bicycle Network Building
Bicycle Network Building Workshops had been running weekly for 4 months in spring and summer
2014 and saw activists engaging in the hands on, experimental skill sharing sessions of bicycle repairs
and custom building. Unfortunately, due to the social irresponsibility of collective which runs the
physical workshop space (this has manifested itself in discriminating behaviour), the sessions had to be
stopped for unknown duration. Such program remains a slogan until another workshop space
infrastructure is set up autonomously or provided by another bike collective. For more information see
http://securetransportforall.blogsport.eu/en/bicycles/

Translation for All
As the group became very small, it focusses it's work on finishing a glossary of legal terms. More people
to join the infrastructure and/or who would like to translate during Legal Counseling, Legal Course
Program or DNT are always welcome to join.

Collective food network
The collective food network organises the NBBR soli-küfa which takes place in Friedel 54 every first
Wednesday of the month. Together with other programs of nbbr the food network is responsible for the
political and cultural program of the evening.

Book-keeping
the nbbr book-keeping continues to provide transparency about the resources that are raised through
solidarity-events and donations.
All activities are self organised and financed without any applications for funding but rather through
soli-events and contributions made by participants.  Material support is also realised by individuals and
independent initiatives, who do not set conditions for - or seek publicity by contributing. 

We also plan to design how activists with excluding legal status (e.g. asylum-dependent and/or
illegalised activists) who engage in NBBR processes may earn self- generated remuneration as part of
the political process. 

Contacts

No Border Camp Berlin Reloaded
(Documentation & Networking Tour, Legal Counselling, Collective Counseling etc.)

Blog: nobordercampberlinreloaded.blogsport.eu 
Mail: nobordercampberlin_reloaded@riseup.net
Tel.: 01577 0446153  or  030/ 61740439

Adress: NBBR Office
NewYorck im Bethanien
Mariannenplatz 2a (Southern Wing)
10999 Berlin

mailto:nobordercampberlin_reloaded@riseup.net


Legal Course Program
Blog: nbbrlegalseminars.blogsport.eu 
Mail: nobordercampberlin_reloaded@riseup.net 
Tel: 01577 0446153  or  030/ 61740439

Transport:
Blog: securetransportforall.blogsport.eu 
Mail: secure_transport@riseup.net
Tel.: 01577 0217759

Food:
Blog: collectivefoodnetwork.blogsport.eu 
Mail: cfn@riseup.net

Translation:
Mail: translationforall@riseup.net
Tel.: 01578 4960744
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